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PANAX SITE NEAR NANGWARRY, 13 ACRES OR 3 FOOTBALL OVALS
CAN YOU IMAGINE 4000 OF THESE SPREAD ALL OVER OUR FARMS AND FORESTS

FARMERS RIGHTS:
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Many of the farmers in the SE would not be aware of the rights that mining companies have to enter their property to both explore and develop mining
activities. Whilst there are controls, regulations and compensation rules in place at the end of the day the mining companies will be allowed to go ahead
with their activities on the property owners land.
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21st of February
Johnathon
Forbes,
the
Acting Chief Executive of SA
Chamber of Mines and Energy said
in a statement, “We need policies
that maximise land access for both
minerals and oil and gas activities,”

week by Deputy NSW Premier, Andrew Stoner.
“The farmers of north-west NSW sent a very
strong message yesterday - our water resources
are too precious to risk and we will stand up to
protect our region from dangerous coal seam
gas mining,” said north west cotton farmer Jeff
Carolan.

Lock the Gate National Coordinator,

“Last night we heard how drilling for
unconventional gas in Wyoming poisoned water
supplies and ruined the health of farming families
and communities.

Phil Laird said, “Farmers in the North West will
be gutted by this move by the NSW Government
to fast-track Santos plans for a massive CSG field
in our region, while we are facing a potentially
crippling drought.”

“To have the NSW Government back a project
in this way before it has even been assessed for
its impact on groundwater and the environment
is not only irresponsible, it is a betrayal of farming
and rural communities.”
“This deal was signed in secret, without any
chance for the community to comment or have
any input. It is a perversion of our democracy, and
another example of how political donations
from coal seam gas companies are distorting
proper processes in this country.”

27th of February
More than 600 farmers and residents gathered
in Narrabri last night to hear Wyoming Rancher,
John Fenton, describe the devastating impacts
of unconventional gas mining on his water, his
farming business and his family.
This followed a protest action in the Pilliga
earlier in the afternoon where several hundred
farmers gathered to oppose the fast-track for the
Narrabri coal seam gas project announced last

“We are not prepared to accept those impacts
in our region and that’s why we voted last night
on a resolution to oppose the
Narrabri CSG project,” he said.
“The announcement of the fast track of the
Narrabri Gas Project by the NSW Government
last week was a slap in the face for farmers
already grappling with a severe drought” said Phil
Herbert, a farmer from the Gunnedah region.
“We feel that we have been treated with
contempt by the political parties who have been
elected to represent us.
Martin Hamilton-Smith Shadow Minister
5AA 25th February:
“We’re all go with mining, all go with
unconventional gas”.
Hansard
12th September
“Can I make it very clear on this side of the
house that the opposition, having considered
this issue very carefully is, as far as we are
concerned, open for business when it comes to
unconventional gas fracking techniques but I just

want to make the point that the state Liberals
are very supportive indeed, and are firm in the
view that current protections are adequate if
properly exercise”.
DMITRE Website
Cement time-scale
The well in the case history started to fail 15
years after the cement had been put in place.
Deterioration most probably occurred long before
this time. So what timeframe for the isolation of
a formation is required? This report does not
address the timeframe for the life of cement but
one possible outcome concerning cement life
may be that the technology does not exist to be
able to provide isolation timeframes. Absolute
favourable conditions would need to be present
to ensure that cement integrity is maintained for
an infinite time after well abandonment. This is
never likely to occur since wellbore cement is
exposed to dynamic conditions and streams of
potentially corrosive compounds.
My statement:
Parliamentary inquiry; we had one for forestry
and it achieved nothing as Parliament is not
bound by findings of an enquiry. I would need to
see the Terms of Reference before any support
from me could be given. Troy Bell is quoted as
saying a Standing Committee would be required.
This would require a separate bill of approval
passed by both Houses.
A Select Committee would probably be more
appropriate but this could be nothing more than
a smoke screen especially given mining company
donations. It’s like putting the fox in charge of
the hen house.

Tony Pasin accuses local representatives of
grandstanding on this issue. It is my opinion that
if these people had not brought this issue to the
attention of the public, and Mount Gambier was
not a marginal seat; the Liberals would not have
done anything.
It is the huge donations that they receive
from the mining companies including Beach
Energy ($121,300) and SANTOS ($221,420)
over the last 3 financial years that gives them
the resources to run such a large well financed
campaign to try and turn Mount Gambier from a
well represented independent seat to a forgotten
Liberal stronghold.
Mineral Resources Minister Tom Koutsantonis
remarks that the Liberals call for a Parliamentary
inquiry is code for providing farmers veto over
exploration and development in the resource
industry and also that the Liberals will allow local
communities to determine whether licences are
approved is absolute rubbish and shows great
disrespect for our farmers and community
members.
Mr Koutsantonis and his Adelaide based
Labor mates are obviously more interested in
the royalties they will receive than the health of
our local environment and the viability of our
farmers.
It is our farmers and community that have the
knowledge and are the custodians of the local
environment and we as a community should be
the ones determining what happens below, on
and above the land that we live on and derive our
living from.

For more information go to www.protectlimestonecoast.org.au
Written and authorised by Don Pegler, Independent for Mount Gambier.
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